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The recent Brizzie to Bay Bike ride took on a spatial adventure for four of the QUTs' 
School of Planning, Landscape Architecture, and Surveying team recently with GPS 
technology used to track and record the movement of a rider through the 55 
kilometres of the course. The team consisted of Chris Cook (ex-surveying and now 
Computer Services Officer); Danny O'hare (Urban Designer); Richard Margerum 
(Planner) and Robert Webb (Surveying and Mapping). 
 
 
 
Two independent Global Positioning System units were mounted on the mountain 
bike participating in the race. The handle-bar mounted Garmin 12CX unit was the 
primary, stand-alone navigation display using some 20 waypoints of major locations 
along the route, along with checking the availability of satellites and basic map 
navigation display. With selective availability now being removed, the dynamic 
positional accuacy was better than 10 metres- more than enough to navigate along a 
bikepath/ road. 
 
 
 
The second GPS was for obtaining post-processed differential mapping data. It 
consisted of a survey quality Trimble Pathfinder unit with external antenna mounted 
on the riders' safety helmet. GPS data was logged at a three-second data rate onto an 
attached HP-200 palmtop computer device for post-race post-processing. The 
processing software used is a PLAS custom developed solution using a "fixed-four" 
SV combination. The baseline lengths ranged from 12 kilometres to a maximum of 31 
kilometres. 
 
  
Along with verifying the actual route taken by the rider involved, mapdata on drink-
stops, diversions etc was also recorded. Extracted from the positional route data was a 
velocity classification based on the planimetric location along with time information. 
The velocity data was exported as DXF layers representing velocity ranges 0-
10km/hr, 10.1-20km/hr, etc. The colour assignment of the classification was then 
controlled by change of layer properties within AutoCAD Map. The vector GPS data 
was overlaid onto a Raster 100K topographic map product (from GEOIMAGE Pty 
Ltd) and aligned in the AutoCAD map environment. 
 
 
 
 
At two small sections of the ride the derived speed was classified as above 60 
kilometres per hour, which corresponded to the traditional bike speedometer and 
along with the fact that the position was at the bottom of a long steep hill. Conversely, 
high correlation of velocity data can be seen in sections of the long "up-hill" steep 
section of the route where typical velocities are around 6 kilometres per hour. (The 
rider was walking the bike along a footpath!! Excluding drink stops and GPS 
equipment checks but including stops at traffic lights etc, the riders performance was 
an average route velocity of 21.3 km/hr over the full 55 kilometre course. 
 
This "FUN" surveying and mapping example is to be further developed and applied 
into other sports related activities and events. This work builds upon some work 
undertaken by final year surveying students involved in Mapping traffic flow studies 
on the Western freeway and GPS walking track mapping in the Lamington National 
Park.  
 
 
The PLAS TEAM effort at the end of the event!!! 
 
 
